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Physics	Motivation

An	ideal system to	investigate	both:
• Single	particle excited states
• Coupling between valence particle and	core	excitations

collective (phonons) and	non-collective (pure	1p-1h)

133Sb:	132Sn + 1p
Z =	50

N =	82

One-valence-proton
nucleus
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2+,	3- and	4+
Collective Phonons

Examples of	Coupling involving
Particle-Phonons	Excitations&

2p-1h	Excitations

pg7/24-,	5-,	6+ …
Non	Collective	
1p1h	Excitations



World Brightest
Continuum 

neutron source

In pile
Fn	=	5×1014 n cm-2 s-1

à n-induced fission on 235U and 241Pu @ILL (Grenoble)

Reactor 58 MW

Autumn
2012

10 EXOGAM – Clovers + 6 Ge GASP
6% efficiency

g – spectroscopy
SETUP 1

Spring 
2013

8 EXOGAM – Clovers + 16 LaBr3
Fast Timing

Lifetime Measurement

SETUP 2
EXILL + FATIMA

NEW	experimental data	on	133Sb

PF1B
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Isomer	Decay	Measured	
at	the	focal	plane	of

LOHENGRIN	separator	(ILL)

Starting	Point
• Isomeric	state	@	4.5	MeV

with	a	lifetime	of	16.6	µs
• No	information	above	21/2+

21/2+

W. Urban et al., PRC79(2009)037304



21/2+ Isomer	Decay	Measured	
at	the	focal	plane	of

LOHENGRIN	separator	(ILL)

Starting	Point
• Isomeric	state	@	4.5	MeV

with	a	lifetime	of	16.6	µs
• No	information	above	21/2+

Goal
New	high	spin	yrast states	
above	the	long-lived	16.6	μs

isomer	

W. Urban et al., PRC79(2009)037304



21/2+

W. Urban et al., PRC79(2009)037304

D

DTPrompt =  200 ns
gmult > 3

DTDelayed ≤  20 µs
gmult ≤ 3

Matrices
P – P – (D)
P – D – (D)

(D) = 2792, 1510 and 162 keV

A Fully Digital Approach, TRIGGERLESS acq.
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Results
Prompt-Delayed

Matrix

15/2+
13/2+

Lifetime Analysis	
via	fast	timing	in	

order to	
investigate	the	
nature	of	these

states

2 targets play a crucial rule in order to confirm new g-transitions
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provided by the prompt 1333 keV decay γ!ray). A possible
systematic error can be induced by this procedure, as the timing
of a single interaction Compton event differs from the timing of a
full energy event created mainly after multiple Compton scattering
(energy dependent multiplicity) and successive absorption of the
scattered γ!ray [1,7,14]. This time difference is related to the
additional time-of-flight of the scattered γ!ray in creation of the
full energy peak and therefore is dependent on the crystal size and
the γ!ray energy [7,14,15]. The well separated full energy events
of more than 10 coincident γ!rays and the prompt Sm K-X-ray
observed with high-resolution LaBr3(Ce) detectors using the
standard 152Eu γ!ray source makes it possible to calibrate the
time-walk over the total dynamic range ð40 keV≤Eγ ≤1:3 MeVÞ
with a precision of around 5 ps [8].

The authors propose a very simple and notably precise method
to analyze the experimental γ–γ time spectra of an N detector
timing system based on the centroid shift method which is
analogous to the self-consistent MSCD method. The aim of this
work is to present a detailed experimental test of the generalized
centroid difference (GCD) method including discussions on possi-
ble systematic errors which define the absolute time resolving
power of the fast-timing array. This is important for many future
applications, as for example, the decay spectrometer (DESPEC) for
the Facility for Anti-Proton and Ion Research (FAIR) at the GSI
(Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany)
which will be equipped with a minimum of 24 LaBr3(Ce) detectors
[16]. This high efficiency γ–γ fast-timing facility in combination
with the GCD method will allow simple access to lifetimes of
nuclear excited states in nuclei with exotic neutron-to-proton
ratios produced in inverse kinematics using radioactive ion beams.

2. The generalized centroid difference (GCD) method

We first consider the standard γ–γ fast-timing setup consisting
of two (start and stop) detectors directly connected to constant-
fraction discriminators (CFD) to produce logic timing signals for
time difference measurements using a time-to-amplitude conver-
ter (TAC). As both the start and the stop detectors see the same
γ!rays, two time distributions are obtained in the off-line analysis
by setting a gate (narrow energy window) on the full energy peak
of the decay transition γdecay of a nuclear excited state intercon-
nected by a specific γfeeder–γdecay cascade once by using the start
detector and once by using the stop detector. Assuming no back-
ground contributions and according to Eqs. (4) and (5), the time
difference between the centroids of the two time spectra pre-
sented in Fig. 1 corresponds to

ΔCðΔEγÞdecay ¼ CDðΔEγÞstop−C
DðΔEγÞstart ¼ PRDðΔEγÞdecay þ 2τ ð6Þ

where ΔEγ ¼ Efeeder−Edecay is the energy difference of the two
γ!rays of the cascade and PRDðΔEγÞdecay ¼ CPðΔEγÞstop−C

PðΔEγÞstart
is the prompt response difference which describes the combined
γ–γ time-walk characteristics of the two detector timing system.
Again, the subscript “start” (“stop”) indicates that the decay transi-
tion with the lifetime information provided the start (stop) timing
signal of the two detector timing system. With respect to a start–
stop inversion, the centroid difference is mirror symmetric inde-
pendent of the timing of both detectors. For the prompt case, this
is equivalent to a hypothetical feeder-decay inversion of the
cascade [3], thus

ΔCðΔEγÞdecay ¼ −ΔCð−ΔEγÞfeeder ð7Þ

PRDðΔEγÞdecay ¼−PRDð−ΔEγÞfeeder ð8Þ

and accordingly

PRDðΔEγ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0 and jΔCðΔEγ ¼ 0Þj¼ 2τ: ð9Þ

Eqs. (6)–(9) represent the mirror symmetric centroid difference
(MSCD) method for a two detector timing system. Due to linear
combination of start and stop events, the MSCD method reduces
possible systematic errors and cancels the typical systematic error
by long term shifts due to electronic drifts that can be induced
using centroid shift measurements where the reversed gating is
not used, but the prompt time spectrum is obtained using a
separate calibration source. The PRD mirror symmetry, Eq. (8),
provides additional data points for a precise calibration of the PRD
curve, PRDðEγ), and makes the determination of the PRD for any
energy combination possible using [8]:

PRDðEfeeder−EdecayÞ ¼ PRDðEfeederÞ−PRDðEdecayÞ: ð10Þ

The PRD for the energy combination of a γ–γ cascade is used as a
single correction for the determination of the lifetime according to
Eq. (6) and therefore provides the sole uncertainty of the MSCD
method, assuming no background contributions to the time
spectra. In special cases, the lifetime can be obtained directly
without the need of the PRD by interpolation of the centroid
difference at ΔEγ ¼ 0, according to Eq. (8) [3,17].

For the case of a fast-timing array (hereafter abbreviated with
“FATIMA”) with N almost equal fast-timing detectors, the PRDij for
any detector–detector combination ij; j≠i∈N, generally can be
written as

PRDij ¼ CP
i þ CP

j ð11Þ

with CP
start ¼ −CP

j in Eq. (6), assuming the detector timing responses
to be independent of the timing response of the combined
reference detector. In total NðN−1Þ=2 unique combinations PRDij

ði≠jÞ can be constructed. By measuring the ðN−1Þ PRDij curves of
the detector–detector combinations ij; j≠i, i being constant, and the
timing response CiP of detector i, the timing responses CjP of the
other ðN−1Þ detectors of the FATIMA can be derived using Eq. (11).
Assuming the detector timing response to be independent of the
timing response of the combined reference detector, the linear
combination of all FATIMA combinations PRDij corresponds to

∑
N−1

i ¼ 1
∑
N

j4 i
PRDij ¼ ðN−1Þ ∑

N

i ¼ 1
CP
i : ð12Þ
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the principle of the MSCD method for a two (start and stop)
detector timing system: the two time spectra of a specific consecutive
γfeeder−−γdecay cascade are obtained by gating on the decay transition γdecay once
by using the start detector, e.g. Cstart, and once by using the stop detector; while the
feeding transition of the cascade is detected by the other detector. The centroid
difference is mirror symmetric with respect to a start–stop inversion which in the
prompt case is equivalent to a hypothetical feeder-decay inversion of the cascade.
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CD
STARTCD

STOP

𝛥C

2τ = ΔC −PRD
𝐶#𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 	 𝐶*𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝	 + τ

𝐶#𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 = 	 𝐶*𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡	 − 𝜏 ∆𝐶 = 	 𝐶#𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐶#𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 =
= 	 𝐶*𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐶*𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 2𝜏

Régis, J. M. et al. Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in 
Phys. Rev. A 763, 210–220 (2014) 

Lifetime	Analysis:	Generalized	Centroid	Difference	
Method	(GCD)	with	LaBr3(Ce)
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Nature	of	particle-CORE	coupled	states

tEXP B(M1,IàI-1)

<	20 ps 0.24 W.u.

31	ps 0.004	W.u.

15/2+ ! 13/2+

13/2+ ! 11/2+

Accepted: Physics Letters B.



Lifetimes	Analysis	by	FAST-TIMING:	
Nature	of	particle-CORE	coupled	states

tEXP B(M1,IàI-1)

<	20 ps 0.24 W.u.

31	ps 0.004	W.u.

15/2+ ! 13/2+

13/2+ ! 11/2+
~ 60

Indication	of	Different	Nature	of	Excitations!	
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considering only pg7/2ⓧ f7/2h-111/2
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LARGE SHELL Model Calculations 
Involving complex CORE-excitations 

are NOT possible !
à 3p – 3h excitations take weeks with 106
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Experiment: Breaking of the core
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16.6 µs

LARGE SHELL Model Calculations 
Involving complex CORE-excitations 

are NOT possible !
à 3p – 3h excitations take weeks with 106

processors

Theoretical interpretation

0.24 
0.004

A	new approach: HYBRID	Model
G.	Colò,	P.F.	Bortignon (Milano)

Core	excitations of	132Sn	(RPA)
&

Proton	States (HF)		

Restricted SHELL	Model	Calculations
considering only pg7/2ⓧ f7/2h-111/2

reproduce the	energy sequence of	states

Experiment: Breaking of the core



Phonons

HYBRID Model – Main ingredients

132Sn 
CORE Excitations

E* < 5.5 MeV
Jp < 11(+,-)

133Sb
Single Particle states g7/2 d5/2 d3/2 h11/2 s1/2

0 0.587 2.439 2.831 2.97      [MeV] 

à Coupling matrix elements between single particle and RPA states 
are consistently calculated with the same SkX interaction

[B. A. Brown, Phys. Rev. C 58, 220 (1998)]

Phonons

Other Excitations
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Mixed
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B(M1)		=		0.004			0.24	 	

HYBRID Model – 133Sb spectrum
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2. The	HYBRID	Model (just developed)	describes this observation (for	the	
YRAST	STATES)	very satisfactorily (in	terms of	the	couplingof	different	
types of	CORE	excitations	(phonons or particle – hole	excitations)	to	the	
valence	particle.



Conclusion
1. EXPERIMENT provides	evidence	for	MIXED configurations of	YRAST	

STATES

2. The	HYBRID	Model (just developed)	describes this observation (for	the	
YRAST	STATES)	very satisfactorily (in	terms of	the	couplingof	different	
types of	CORE	excitations	(phonons or particle – hole	excitations)	to	the	
valence	particle.

3. This might be	the	way to	describe sistematically structures involving
core excitations in	nuclei around doublymagic cores.
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Il Generalized Centroid Difference method (GCD)

Analisi di vite medie: Tecnica del Fast-Timing con LaBr3  

G.Bocchi – Study of Particle-Vibration coupled states in 65Cu using the 7Li + 64Ni reaction 

Tripla Coincidenza ggg ¾ Principio Base: tripla coincidenza ggg 
 
¾ Coincidenza HPGe: selezione del nucleo e 
della cascata di interesse 

 
¾ Coincidenza LaBr3: costruzione dello spettro 
temporale 

Effetti:   1) Shift del centroide (t /s piccola)   
               2) Slope 

Time 

HPGe 

LaBr3 

LaBr3 
t 

t = 0 
t = 1 
t = 2 
t = 3 
t = 4 

Time distribution: Gaussian ∗ Exponential

Experimental 
Apparatus

e-t/𝜏
𝜏 = lifetime

CD = CP + 𝜏

𝜏 ≈ 0 Prompt CP
𝜏 > 0 Delayed CD

𝜏 = CD – CP



Determination	of	Prompt&	Delayed events

Event	Building	for	µs ISOMER	studies
Need	to	define	a	“Fission”	Trigger

Critical	Parameter	to	identify	FISSION:	M0 =	3

coincDT (200 ns, Mult > M0)

DeltaDT (20 µs)

DeltaDT (20 µs)

DeltaDT (20 µs)

coincDT (200 ns, Mult > M0)

coincDT (200 ns, Mult > M0)



D

Possibility to create 3 matrices with 
a gate condition
1) P – P
2) P – D
3) D – D

Isomer
P

D

DTPrompt =  200 ns with gmult > 3
DTDelayed ≤  20 µs with gmult ≤ 3

Event	Building	for	µs ISOMER	studies
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Base

S.P. S.P x PHONON

Hamiltonian



Phonons

HYBRID Model – Main ingredients

132Sn 
CORE Excitations

E* < 5.5 MeV
Jp < 11(+,-)

RPA (Skyrme X)

133Sb
Single Particle states
Hartree-Fock (Skyrme X)

g7/2 d5/2 d3/2 h11/2 s1/2
0 0.587 2.439 2.831 2.97      [MeV] 

à Coupling matrix elements between single particle and RPA states 
are consistently calculated with the same SkX interaction

Phonons

Other Excitations





B.	A.	Brown,	Phys.	Rev.	C	58,	220	(1998)

Reduced Transition Probabilities



B.	A.	Browys.	Rev.	C	58,	220	(1998)

Reduced Transition Probabilities

D.A.	Varshalovich,	 World	Scientific Publishing	 Company,	 Incorporated,	1988
A.	Bohr,	B.R.	Mottelson,	Nuclear Structure,	I	and	II,	W.A.	Benjamin,	1975



Physics Motivation
Low lying excited states in DOUBLY MAGIC Nuclei

are dominated by complex, collective excitations

2+, 3-,4+, … PHONONS

3-

The Structure of  Nuclei with one or
two valence particles is influenced by 

Particle-Phonon couplings

excited core
(phonon)

à VERY limited EXPERIMENTAL Information on 
Particle-PHONON Couplings around DOUBLY MAGIC NUCLEI 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL (Bohr-Mottelson)
MICROSCOPIC (Colò, Bortignon, Sagawa, 

Dabaczewski, Vretenar, …) 

Key Ingredient for:
- Quenching of  Spectroscopic Factors,
- Anharmonicity of  vibrational spectra
- Damping of  Giant Resonances, …



Outline
■ Physics Motivation:
■ EXILL e FATIMA Campaign
■ Experimental Setup
■ Analysis
■ Theory

132Sn + 1p Z =	50

N =	82



First time a large HPGe array (52 Ge crystals)
installed around a highly collimated cold-neutron beam

à n-induced fission on 235U and 241Pu and (n,g) on several targets

Autumn
2012

10 EXOGAM – Clovers + 6 Ge GASP
6% efficiency

g – spectroscopy
SETUP 1

Spring 
2013

8 EXOGAM – Clovers + 16 LaBr3
Fast Timing

Lifetime Measurement

SETUP 2

The ACQUISITION SYSTEM
A Fully Digital Approach, TRIGGERLESS

>10 kHz/crystal, >600 kHz total, 10 ns clock
Unique opportunity for g-coincidences over several ms time window

2 target play a crucial rule in order to identify partners!!!



EXILL
(EXOgam @ ILL)



Autumn
2012

8 EXOGAM – Clovers + 6 Ge GASP + 2 Lohengrin
6% efficiency

g – spectroscopy
SETUP 1



W. Urban et al., PRC79(2009)037304

Isomer Decay
Measured 

at the focal plane of
LOHENGRIN separator (ILL) 

16.6 µs

Matrices
P – P – (D)
P – D – (D)
(D) = 2792, 1510 and 162 keV



Lifetimes	Analysis	by	FAST-TIMING:	
Nature	of	particle-CORE	coupled	states

T1/2 = 31(16) ps
13/2+ @ 4302 keV

T1/2 < 20 ps
15/2+ @ 4464 keV

INTERPRETATION

Lifetimes Analysis 
with Scintillators

tEXP B(M1,IàI-1)

≈10 ps 0.7 W.u.

≈40 ps 0.005 W.u.
> 100

Multiplet of  states
11/2+, 13/2+, … 25/2+

Not Simple 
Configurations ! 

15/2+ ! 13/2+

13/2+ ! 11/2+



Lifetimes	Analysis	by	FAST-TIMING:	
Nature	of	particle-CORE	coupled	states

T1/2 = 31(16) ps
13/2+ @ 4302 keV

T1/2 < 20 ps
15/2+ @ 4464 keV

INTERPRETATION

Lifetimes Analysis 
with Scintillators

tEXP B(M1,IàI-1)

≈10 ps 0.7 W.u.

≈40 ps 0.005 W.u.
> 100

Multiplet of  states
11/2+, 13/2+, … 25/2+

Not Same
Configurations ! 

15/2+ ! 13/2+

13/2+ ! 11/2+



Hybrid Configuration Mixing
(G. Colò & P.F. Bortignon)

We start	from	a	basismade	up	with	particles (or	holes)	around
a	core,	and	with	excitationsof	the	same core	(RPA	“phonons”).	

Hamiltonian


